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Akashic records of bastard magic instructor sistine and glenn

Japanese light novel Series Akashic Records of Bastard Magic InstructorFirst light novel with Sistine (middle), and Glenn (right)い講ーい忌典い忌典(Roku from Nashi Majutsu Kōshi to Akashikku Rekōdo)GenreAction, fantasy, harem[1] Light novel Written by Tarō HitsujiIllustrated byKurone
MishimaPublished byFujimi ShoboImprintFujimi Fantasia BunkoDemographicMaleOriginal runJuly 19, 2014 – presenteVolumes17 (Volume List) Manga Written by Tarō HitsujiIllustrated byAosa TsunemiPublished byKadokawaShotenEnglish publisherNA Seven SeasMagazineMonthly Shōnen
AceDemographicShōnenOriginal runMarch 26 , 2015 – presenteVolumes14 (Volume List) Anime television seriesDida byMinato KazutoProdida byShintaro YoshitakeNoritomo IsogaiKeisuke AraiTakayuki Takagi Written by Tōko MachidaMusic by Hiroaki TsutsumiStudioLiden FilmsLicensed byNA
CrunchyOriginalroll networkAT-X, Tokyo MX, MBS, TVA, BS11AengenhariaSEA Animax AsiaOriginal executed April 4, 2017 - June 20, 2017Episodes12 Anime and manga portal Akashic Records of Bastard Magic Instructor (Japanese: のののいの講いい忌典典レコ hepburn: Roku from Nashi Majutsu
Kōshi to Akashikku Rekōdo) is a Japanese series of light novels written by Tarō Hitsuji and illustrated by Akashikku Rekōdo) is a Japanese series of light novels written by Tarō Hitsuji and illustrated by Akashikku Rekōdo) is a Japanese series of light novels written by Tarō Hitsuji and illustrated by
Akashikku Rekōdo) is a Japanese series of light novels written by Tarō Hitsuji and illustrated by Akashikku Rekōdo) is a Japanese series of light novels written by Tarō Hitsuji and illustrated by Akashikku Rekōdo) is a Japanese series of light novels written by Tarō Hitsuji and illustrated by Akashikku
Rekōdo Kurone Mi Oshima. Fujimi Shobo has published seventeen volumes since July 2014 under its brand Fujimi Fantasia Bunko. A manga adaptation with art by Aosa Tsunemi began serialization in Kadokawa Shoten's manga magazine Shōnen, Monthly Shōnen Ace, as of March 26, 2015, and was
collected in fourteen tank volumes. An adaptation of a Liden Films anime series aired from April to June 2017. Synopsis Sistine Fibel and her best friend Rumia Tingel are students of a prestigious magical academy, where Sistine hopes to be trained by the best to unravel the secrets of the mysterious
Castle of Heaven, according to her grandfather's last wish. When his favorite instructor suddenly retired, his replacement Glenn Radars is anything but what Sistine expected. The Bastard Magic Instructor (IMC) seems to be lazy, incompetent, and not so skilled at magic. He's not a certified teacher and he
doesn't have a high grade in the guild. What they don't know is that he is hiding his power and that he is a former assassin of the Imperial Court's Body of Wizards with a repentant past that is suffering from severe depression. In episode 2 there is an attack on the school by the previous instructor, and bmi
is forced to show its true powers. Sistine is perplexed, for she misjudged him as incompetent. As BMI students pull him out of his depression, he finds meaning in teaching activity. This whole season is complete with a promise of hectic things to come. The topics that are addressed are depression,
friendship, relationships, adoption, brothers, following the dream, search for power and more. Characters Glenn Radars (のレの レー), Guren Rēdasu) Voiced by: Sōma Saitō[2] (Japanese); Josh Grelle[3] (English) Glenn is lazy, and constantly bored by everything, with his main focus being sleeping. He
becomes the substitute teacher in Sistine's class after the retirement of his favorite teacher. Although he may seem incompetent, he is actually very skilled in magic, but not in the traditional sense. Glenn used to be as passionate about magic as Sistine, but was disillusioned by this due to the death of his
ex-partner Sara Silvers and his past as the infamous military assassin known as The Fool. He developed his own kind of magic, called The World of Fools which denies the activation of all magic within a certain radius, including his own. However, this does not nullify spells that have already been cast.
While nullifying the magic of enemies, he then beats them using superior hand-to-hand combat skills. He cannot use the magic of combat coherently due to her being far from his area of expertise, but he has a deep understanding of the concept of all kinds of magic, which makes him a good instructor.
This also puts him in conflict with traditional teachers who favor rote memorization. Sistine Fibel (の, Shisutīna Fīberu) Voiced by: Akane Fujita[2] (Japanese); Rachael Messer[3] Sistine greatly admires magic and wishes to discover the secret of the Flying Castle, which no one knows. She maintains strict
and senseless behavior everywhere, and often scolds Glenn for his uneven attitude. She initially hates Glenn, believing him to be as incompetent as he seemed due to his lack of enthusiasm. When he actually begins to do his job, however, she reluctantly begins to respect Glenn as a highly effective
teacher. His personality and appearance resembles Sara Silvers, whom Glenn was very close to. As the series progresses, it seems that Sistine has developed feelings for Glenn, but is too shy to talk about them. She is called Sisti by her sister Rumia, and Punchie (for her quick magic moves) and White
Cat (for her hair style) by Glenn. Rumia Tingel (のいの, Rumia Tinjeru) Voiced by: Yume Miyamoto[2] (Japanese); Monica Rial[4] Rumia is Sistine's best friend and her sister. Sistine's father adopted her after she was the only survivor of an attack by evil wizards. She is close to Glenn, who often treats her
well, in contrast to the provocation Sistine faces from him. Rumia's true identity is Princess Ermian, the cursed princess who should have died three years ago. She remembered Glenn being the infamous killer named The Fool who saved her life and that's why she liked him from the beginning. Rumia a
high level of essence, as well as a unique skill known as Amplifier, which, as the name suggests, amplifies its spiritual essence. Re=L Rayford (の レの, Ryieru Reifōdo) Voiced by: Ari Ozawa[5] (Japanese); Leah Clark[4] Re=L is a glutthonous girl with a stoic expression. She is known as The Carriage,
being highly qualified in creating giant swords through alchemy. She is an artificial human, a product of Project: Revive Life, also known as Project Re=L which was led by Sion Rayford, the older brother of the girl from whom Re=L derives her appearance and memory. When Glenn and Albert closed the
project, they adopted it for the military. She didn't know her true origins until later in the series. When she discovers the truth and comes to accept it, she decides to live because of Glenn. Celica Arfonia (のいの, Serika Arufonea) Voiced by: Eri Kitamura[5] (Japanese); Morgan Garrett[3] (English) Celica is
an immortal magician and teacher at the academy. She adopted and learned Glenn very young and as such she puts up a recommendation for him to be the substitute teacher, although his profile suggests that he is unable to work. She forces Glenn to accept the job against his will, hopeful that he can
give fulfillment to his life. She's a legendary retired judge. Albert Frazer (ののレの, Aruberuto Fureizā) Voiced by: Hiroki Takahashi[5] (Japanese); Austin Tindle[4] (English) A long-haired military magician with sharp eyes who is known as The Star. He is a partner of Re=L and another former colleague of
Glenn's, whose help he occasionally enlists for military operations. He cares about his colleagues, but does not easily reveal or share these feelings aloud. Elenoa Sharlet (のレーé゠ーésiaレa shareto) Voiced by: Yōko Hikasa[5] (Japanese); Amanda Gish (English) Voiced by: Sophie FRISON (French);
Raquel Masuet (Portuguese) A highly qualified servant of the Notorious Criminal Association secretly destined for the murder associated with Queen Alicia VII and Rumia Tingel. The association she serves has been notified as a group of outlaw people seeking perverse intentions for the most evil
purposes against the peaceful life of all people, especially their illegal and irregular purposes are deeply linked to the misuse of akashic records for destructive and terrible desire, according to top military authorities. Sara Silvers (のの=のいの, Sera Shiruvāsu) Voiced by: Minako Kotobuki[5] (Japanese);
Alexis Tipton[3] Sara was a member of the Imperial Court Mage Corps and held the #3, The Empress and former partner of Glenn Radars. Little is known about his past. She was very good friends with Glenn, being her only reason to stay in the Imperial Corps. She died from an attack by the hands of
angel dust. According to Glenn, she was a cheerful and ebuliente person, and is often noticed to look like Glenn's student, Sistine. She was called White Dog by Glenn, just as Sistine is called the White Cat. Eve Ignite (のの=の, Ivu Igunaito) She is Glenn's superior and manager of the Imperial Corps of
Magi. In the past, she did not send reinforcements to Glenn and Sara, which in turn caused Sara's death. In the 7th volume, she met Glenn again and told him that she will show him that all his opinions are right. She was later saved by Glenn in the battle with Jatice and acts as a tsundere around her. In
the 11th volume, she is an instructor and works with Glenn. She shows some affection for Glenn, but tries to hide them. Arishia Nana-sei is the ruler of the Alzano Empire and biological mother of Rumia Tingel. She is a beautiful mature woman with long daffodil blonde hair and eyebrows that are usually
tied in a coe and aquatic blue eyes. She usually wears a long royal red dress with a golden line that goes to the middle of the chest to the stomach. In addition, she wears two necklaces (one of the necklaces she wears has a pendant similar to Rumia's) and a gold-colored choker. She is shown to love and
care a lot for her daughter. She feels guilty about having to abandon her daughter, as seen when Rumia pushed her away and she was seen wishing the latter to accept her again. Alicia III () She is the ancestor of Alicia VII and new principal of the school where Glenn, Celica and Eva work as instructors.
She was queen of the Alzano Empire, and also contributed to the development of the Alzano Magic Academy as a founding member and first director. Her main concerns were relatively associated magical archaeology, however she went mad by secrecy behind the historical mystery of the Empire. In the
history of the empire's loyal family, she is the wisest person, though she was surrounded by several cursed and fearful rumors that created her image as the owner of cursed blood on the loyal family members. She warns Glenn not to use the backyard library as a battlefield. Media Light Novels No.
Release date isbn 1Anata no Shitteru Sono Majutsu wa, Honmonodesu ka? (あなたの知ってるその魔術は、ホンモノですか?) July 19, 2014[6]978-4-04-070231-5 2Majutsu Kyōgi-sai Kaisai! Yūshō Kurasu no Tan'nin ni wa Tokubetsu Shōyo!? (魔術競技祭開催!優勝クラスの担任には特別賞与!?)
November 20, 2014[7]978-4-04-070232-2 3Umibe no Rizōto-chi of Ensei Gakushū! Roku of Nashi Honryō Hakki! (海辺のリゾート地で遠征学修! ロクでなし本領発揮!!) March 20, 2015[8]978-4-04-070515-6 4Aku ni Honrō sa sa Yuku Ryieru, Kono Konran wo Tomeru no wa--!? 18, 2015[9]978-4-04-
070516-3 5Funin Shite Kita Rinji Kōshi wa —— Shisutīna no Fianse!? (The temporary teacher to whom I was assigned was Sistine's fiancée!?) November 20, 2015[10]978-4-04-070517-0 6Roku by Nashi Kōshi Tsuini Kubi!? Guren, Seito the Tsurete Kodai Iseki and! (Roku's teacher finally shot!? Glenn,
take the students to the ancient ruins!) June 18, 2016[11]978-4-04-070974-1 7Teikoku Kyūtei Madō-shi-dan VS Ten no Chie Kenkyūkai! (Imperial Court Magicians VS Tenno wisdom study group!) )20 October 2016[12]978-4-04-070975-8Roku de Nashi, Tawawana Josei ni Natte Ojōsama Gakkō no Rinji
Kōshi ni!? (No Roku, become a tawawawa woman and become a temporary teacher at a young lady's school!?) March 18, 2017[13]978-4-04-070976-5 9Kore wa, Fejite Saiaku no Mikkakan no Joshō——. (This is the beginning of the worst three days of ——。 19 August 2017[14]978-4-04-072417-
111Ōja no Hō–— Akasa Reru Rumia Tingel no Himitsu. (The King's Law: The Secret of Rumia Tingel revealed.) 17 November 2017[15]978-4-04-072419-5 11Kyūtei Madō-shi-dan Eve Ignite, Gakuin Kōshi and Tenshin!? (Group of court magicians Eve-Ignite, turned into a school teacher!?) March 20,
2018[16]978-4-04-072420-1 12Majutsu Gakuinmae Gakki Yasumi! Gokkan no Sunoria Ryokō! (Academy of Sorcery last semester closed!) A very cold snália trip! July 20, 2018[17]978-4-04-072722-6 13Onore ga Shin'nen no Tame ni Tatakae! Guren VS Aruberuto!! (Fight for your beliefs!) Glenn VS
Alberto! 20 November 2018[18]978-4-04-072723-3 14Aruzāno Teikokudaihyō Senbatsu-sen, Kaimaku! (Representative selection game of the Alzano Empire, opening!) 20 March 2019[19]978-4-04-072724-0 15Majutsu Saiten, Hakunetsu! Saisoku no Kaze Tsukai VS. Honō no Majin!! (Magical,
incandescent festival!) The Fastest WindEr VS. Devil of Fire!!) August 20, 2019[20]978-4-04-073272-5 16Majutsu-shi no Kakugo to Kinki Kyōten no Sōran. (The sorcerer's resolution and the chaos of contraindications.) )18 January 2020[21]978-4-04-073273-2 17Kōshaku-ka Igunaito no Uragiri. Kūdetā
Honō no Ittokihan (Betrayal of the Duke's Ignition. Coup Every Moment of Fire) July 17, 2020[22]978-4-04-073736-2 Manga The series was licensed for an English release by Seven Seas Entertainment. [23] No. Original RELEASE DATE ISBN English release date ISBN November 26, 2015[24]978-4-04-
103672-3August 22, 2017[25]978-1-626925-38-0 December 26, 2015[26] 978-4-04-103673-0Deber 5, 2017[27]978-1-626926-65-3 May 26, 2016[28]978-4-04-104429-2April 10, 2018[29]978-1-626927-17-9 4 October 2016[30]978-4-04-104430-8August 21, 2018 [31]978-1-626928-46-6 5 March 25,
2017[32]978-4-04-104431-5 November 6 , 2018[33]978-1-626929-51-7 6 September 26, 2017[34]978-4-04-106087-2April 2, 2019[35]978-1-642750-19-5 7 26 de 3, 2019[37]978-1-642756-90-6 8 July 24, 2018[38]978-4-04-107148-9January 7, 2020[39]978-1-64505-182-4 9 November 26, 2018[40]978-4-
04-107614-9August 25, 2020[41]978-1-64505-469-6 10 March 26, 2019[42]978-4-04-107615-6December 1, 2020[43]978-1-64505-732-1 11 August 26, 2019[44]978-4-04-108586-8March 9, 2021[45]978-1-64505-799-4 12 December 26, 2019[46]978-4-04-108587-5—— 13 June 26, 2020[47]978-4-04-



109339-9—— 14 October 26, 2020[48]978-4-04-109342-9—— Anime An adaptation was announced in March 2016[49] which was later revealed as a series anime. The series was produced by Liden Films and directed by Minato Kazuto, with Tōko Machida writing the scripts, Satoshi Kimura designed
the characters and Hiroaki Tsutsumi composed the song. [2] It aired from April 4, 2017 to June 20, 2017. [5] The series lasted 12 episodes. The opening theme of the series is Konomi Suzuki's Blow Out, and the final theme is Akane Fujita's Precious You, Yume Miyamoto and Ari Ozawa. Crunchyroll has
licensed the series in North America and is broadcasting it on its website, and Funimation will launch it on home video as part of the partnership of the two companies. [53] No.Title [a]Original Air Date [54]1 The Unmotivated BastardYaruki no nai roku de nashi () や April 4, 2017 (2017-04-04) 2 Just the Bit
of MotivationHon'no wazukana yarukiや ()April 11, 2017 (2017-04-11) 3 The Fool and the MorteGusha to shinigami ()April 18, 2017 (2017-04-18) 4 The Magic CompetitionMajutsu Kyōgi-sai (Japanese : 25競 April 2018 , 2017 (2017-04-25) 5 The Queen and PrincessJoō to Ōjo (Japanese: 2 May 2, 2017
(2017-05-02) 6O Mal SendoJaakunaru Sonzai (Japan: 16 May, 2017 (2017-05-09) 7The Sea of Falling StarsHoshi Furu Umi (降) May 16, 16, 2017 (2017-05-16) 8The Fool and The StarGusha to hoshi (Japanese: 23, 2017 (2017-05-23) 9The Reason to LiveIkiru imi (Japanese : May 30, 2017 (2017-05-30)
10 Gold Digger?!. Gyaku tama!? (Japanese: 逆1!?) June 6, 2017 (2017-06-06) 11Face-off! The Battle of the Body of MagiKessen! Madō heidan-sen ()June 13, 2017 (2017-06-13) 12Finding One's Own Place[b]Mitsuketa ibasho ()June 20, 2017 (2017-06-20) Footnotes ^ All English titles are taken from
Crunchyroll. ^ For episode 12 the title was The Place Found for Itself which is taken from Crunchyroll, as Funimation had this title. References ^ Akashic Records of Bastard Magic Instructor. Seven Seas Entertainment. Retrieved January 14, 2018. ^ a b c d Roku de Nashi Majutsu Kōshi to Akashic
Records TV Anime Reveals 1st Promo Video, Cast, Guys. Anime News Network. October 22, 2016. Retrieved October 22, 2016. ^ a b c d Funimation Reveals Akashic Records of Bastard Magic Instructor Anime's English Dub Cast. Anime News Network. April 26, 2017. ^ a b c English Cast Ads – Spring
SimulDubs 2017. Funimation. Retrieved April 28, 2017. ^ a b c d and f Akashic Records of bastard magic instructor TV Anime Reveals More Cast, Visuals, April Premiere. Anime News Network. December 24, 2016. Retrieved December 24, 2016. ^ No Witchcraft and Contraindications Instructors (in
Japanese). Fujimi Shobo. Retrieved April 4, 2017. ^ Roku No Magic Instructor and Contraindications 2 (in Japanese). Fujimi Shobo. Retrieved April 4, 2017. ^ Roku's No Magic Instructor and Contraindications 3 (in Japanese). Fujimi Shobo. Retrieved April 4, 2017. ^ Roku's No Magic Instructor and
Contraindications 4 (in Japanese). Fujimi Shobo. Retrieved April 4, 2017. ^ Roku's No Magic Instructor and Contraindications 5 (in Japanese). Fujimi Shobo. Retrieved April 4, 2017. ^ Roku's No Magic Instructor and Contraindications 6 (in Japanese). Fujimi Shobo. Retrieved April 4, 2017. ^ Roku-no-
Sorcery and Contraindications 7 (in Japanese). Fujimi Shobo. Retrieved April 4, 2017. ^ Roku's No Magic Instructor and Contraindications 8 (in Japanese). Fujimi Shobo. Retrieved April 4, 2017. ^ Roku's No Magic Instructor and Contraindications 9 (in Japanese). Fujimi Shobo. Retrieved October 4,
2017. ^ Roku's No Magic Instructor and Contraindications 10 (in Japanese). Fujimi Shobo. Retrieved January 14, 2018. ^ Roku's No Magic Instructor and Contraindications 11 (in Japanese). Fujimi Shobo. Retrieved On April 2, 2018. ^ Roku-no-Sorcery and Contraindications 12 (in Japanese). Fujimi
Shobo. Retrieved November 5, 2018. ^ Roku's No Magic Instructor and Contraindications 13 (in Japanese). Fujimi Shobo. Retrieved November 5, 2018. ^ Roku's No Magic Instructor and Contraindications 14 (in Japanese). Fujimi Shobo. Retrieved July 28, 2019. ^ Roku-no-Sorcery Speaker and
Contraindications 15 (in Japanese). Kadokawa. Retrieved July 28, 2019. ^ Roku-no-Sorcery and Contraindications 16 (in Japanese). Kadokawa. Retrieved May 14, 2020. ^ Roku-no-Sorcery Speaker and Contraindications 17 (in Japanese). Kadokawa. Retrieved August 15, 2020. ^ Seven Seas Licenses
Akashic Records of the Bastard Magical Instructor Manga. Anime News Network. October 27, 2016. Retrieved October 27, 2016. ^ Roku's No Magic Instructor and Contraindications (1) [Akashic Records of Bastard Magic Instructor Volume 1]. Kadokawa Shoten (in Japanese). Retrieved February 9, 2017.
^ Akashic Records of Bastard Magic Instructor Vol. 1st Seven Seas Entertainment. Retrieved in de janeiro de 2018. ^ Roku's No Magic Instructor and Contraindications (2) [Akashic Records of Bastard Magic Instructor Volume 2]. Kadokawa Shoten (em japonês). Recuperado em 9 de fevereiro de 2017. ^
Akashic Records of Bastard Magic Instructor Vol. 2. Sete Sete Entretenimento. Recuperado em 14 de janeiro de 2018. ^ Roku's No Magic Instructor and Contraindications (3) [Akashic Records of Bastard Magic Instructor Volume 3]. Kadokawa Shoten (em japonês). Recuperado em 9 de fevereiro de
2017. ^ Akashic Records of Bastard Magic Instructor Vol. 3. Seven Seas Entertainment. Recuperado em 14 de janeiro de 2018. ^ Roku's No Magic Instructor and Contraindications (4) [Akashic Records of Bastard Magic Instructor Volume 4]. Kadokawa Shoten (em japonês). Recuperado em 9 de
fevereiro de 2017. ^ Akashic Records of Bastard Magical Instructor Vol. 4. Seven Seas Entertainment. Recuperado em 24 de novembro de 2017. ^ Roku's No Magic Instructor and Contraindications (5) [Akashic Records of Bastard Magic Instructor Volume 5]. Kadokawa Shoten (em japonês). Recuperado
em 9 de fevereiro de 2017. ^ Akashic Records of Bastard Magical Instructor Vol. 5. Seven Seas Entertainment. Recuperado em 14 de janeiro de 2018. ^ Roku's No Magic Instructor and Contraindications (6) [Akashic Records of Bastard Magic Instructor Volume 6]. Kadokawa Shoten (em japonês).
Recuperado em 14 de janeiro de 2018. ^ Akashic Records of Bastard Magical Instructor Vol. 6. Seven Seas Entertainment. Recuperado em 28 de julho de 2019. ^ Roku's No Magic Instructor and Contraindications (7) [Akashic Records of Bastard Magic Instructor Volume 7]. Kadokawa Shoten (em
japonês). Recuperado em 14 de janeiro de 2018. ^ Akashic Records of Bastard Magical Instructor Vol. 7. Seven Seas Entertainment. Recuperado em 28 de julho de 2019. ^ Roku's No Magic Instructor and Contraindications (8) [Akashic Records of Bastard Magic Instructor Volume 8]. Kadokawa Shoten
(em japonês). Recuperado em 28 de julho de 2019. ^ Akashic Records of Bastard Magical Instructor Vol. 8. Seven Seas Entertainment. Recuperado em 14 de maio de 2020. ^ Roku's No Magic Instructor and Contraindications (9) [Akashic Records of Bastard Magic Instructor Volume 9]. Kadokawa
Shoten (em japonês). Recuperado em 28 de julho de 2019. ^ Akashic Records of Bastard Magical Instructor Vol. 9. Seven Seas Entertainment. Recuperado em 14 de maio de 2020. ^ Roku's No Magic Instructor and Contraindications (10) [Akashic Records of Bastard Magic Instructor Volume 10].
Kadokawa Shoten (em japonês). Recuperado em 28 de julho de 2019. ^ Akashic Records of Bastard Magical Instructor Vol. 10. Seven Seas Entertainment. Recuperado em 14 de maio de 2020. ^ Roku's No Magic Instructor and Contraindications (11) [Akashic Records of Bastard Magic Instructor Volume
11]. Kadokawa Shoten (em japonês). Recuperado em 14 de maio de 2020. ^ Akashic Records of Bastard Magical Instructor Vol. 11. Seven Seas Entertainment. Recuperado em 14 de maio de 2020. ^ Roku's No Magic Instructor and Contraindications (12) [Akashic Records of Bastard Magic Instructor
Volume 12]. Kadokawa Shoten (em japonês). Recuperado em 14 de maio de 2020. ^ Roku's No Instructor and Contraindications (13) [Akashic Records of Bastard Magic Instructor Volume 13]. Kadokawa Shoten (em japonês). Recuperados Recuperados 14, 2020. ^ ののい講いい忌典典 (14) [Akashic
Records of Bastard Magic Instructor Volume 14]. Kadokawa Shoten (in Japanese). Retrieved October 24, 2020. ^ Roku from Nashi Majutsu Kōshi for Akashic Records Light Novels Get Anime. Anime News Network. March 17, 2016. Retrieved March 17, 2016. ^ BD/DVD: Akashic Records of Bastard
Magic Instructor. O Rokuaka. Retrieved April 2, 2017. ^ Akashic Records of bastard magic instructor ANIME reveals themed songs, 2nd Video. Anime News Network. February 11, 2017. Retrieved April 4, 2017. ^ Funimation to Dub Akashic Records, Clockwork Planet, Silver Guardian, Alice &amp;
Zoroku Anime. Anime News Network. April 12, 2017. Retrieved April 12, 2017. ^ Saabedra, Humberto (March 15, 2018). Check out the list of crunchyroll/funimation home video releases from June 2018, now available for pre-order!. O Crunchyroll. Retrieved March 15, 2018. ^ Akashic Records of Bastard
Magic Instructor (in Japanese). Tokyo MX. Retrieved April 4, 2017. External Links Official Light Romance Site in Fujimi Shobo (Japanese) Official manga site on the official anime site Monthly Shōnen Ace (Japanese) Akashic Records of Bastard Magic Instructor (light novel) in the Anime News Network
encyclopedia Retrieved from
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